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ABSTIlACT 
The Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (COS) is a moderatt>"-fcsolution spectrograph with unprecedented 
sensitivity that was installed into the Il'ubble Space Telescope ( IIS1) in ~ ! ay 2009. during /-1ST Ser-
vicing il lission 1 (STS- 125). We present, the design ph ilosophy ,-lnd SllmmilTize the key chawct.er-
istics of the instrument l.1ulL will be of intercst to potential obscn·ers. For faint targets, with nux 
F>.:::::: 1.0 x 10- 14 erg CllC 2 S-I A- I. COS can achieve comparable signal to noise (when compared 
to S1'15 echelle modes) ill 1-2% of the observing time. This has led to a significant increase in the 
tOlal data volume and datil quality available to the community. For example, in t he first 20 months 
of sciencc operation (September 2009 - J une 20 II) the cumulative redshift pHth length of extragalactic 
sight lines .... ·ullpled by COS is 9 Limes that sampled at moderat.e resolution in [9 previous years of 
Hubble observations. COS progmms ha\'e observed 214 distinct lines of sight suitable for st.udy of 
the intergalactic medium as of J une 201 1, COS has measu red, fo r the first tillle with high reliability. 
broad LyO" absorbers find Ne Vill in the intergalactic medium. and observed the He II reionization 
epoch along multiple sightlincs. COS has detected the first CO emission and absorption in the UV 
spectra of low-milSS circumstella r disks at Ihe epoch of giant planet forma t ion. and detected multiple 
ionization slates of metals in extra-solar planetary atmospheres. In the coming years. COS will con-
tinue ils census of intergalactic g'L'l . probe galactic and cosmic structure. and explore physics in our 
soli\!' system and Galaxy, 
Subject head'inys: spectrographs. ultraviolet :general 
1. INTR.ODUCTION 
The Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (hereafter COS) was 
proposed as an instrument for the Flubble Space Telescope 
(flS'!) Servicing il lission 4 (S:'I 14) in response to a :\ASA 
Announcement of Opportunity release<l in 1996 (AO-96-
OSS-03). It WliS concei \'e(l as i) point-source. moderate-
resolution spectrogmph. with significlllllly greater ob-
serving sensitivity than prcvious OJ' planned instruments 
and a select number of operating modes. T he primary 
science case was the ex\Cnsion of the number of QSO ab-
sorption sight liu{.>$ from t,he handful available, even afwr 
the installation of STIS on S!\!2. to sevcml hundred, to 
begin the systematic study of the distribution and phys-
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ical conditions of the intergalactic medium (IGil l) and 
lite st ructure of miHtCr on cosmological scales. 
In fall 1997, COS was the only proposal selected for 
development. wi~h a presumed launch date of October 
2002. At the time of selectioll. liST wall scheduled for 
decolllmissioning in 2005. so that the proposed version 
of COS lVas intellded for only three years of operation. 
consistent with the guidelillcs of dlC announcement of 
opportunity. The original proposal for COS included 
only the short wavelength . Far Ultraviolet (FUV) chan-
nels. and cO\'ered 1150-1775 A. After selection. NASA 
directed the project to incorporate a .\'ear Ultraviolet, 
(NU V) capabili ty ami extend the wavelcngth coverage 
out LO 3200 A. The channels that support lbe 1750-3200 
A regime are referred to as the \'\..:V channels, In 1998. 
the planned lifetime of IJST WflS extended to 2010, :lnd 
the Wide r ield Camera 3 (\\ ' FC3) was added as a sec-
ond instrumem for S:'IJ L T he extension of the mission 
lifetime required a significant change in the electronics 
parts program of COS to pro\"ide additional radiation 
protection . and the upgrnde of nUlLlerous components to 
full red\lnd~\llcy. which had previously been viewed as 
unn('ccssar.\" for a. three-year mission lifetime. In .'iovcm-
ber 2003. COS completed thermal vacuum testing at Ball 
Aerospace and was being prepared for delivery for Right. 
lIo\\'ever. S:'I14 was cancelled by '\"ASA in 200·1. In the 
Ilflermflth of tlw Spa('e Shuttle Columbia disaster, it Wfl~ 
consi(lered too risky to fly i\ mission thiLt could not uti-
lize the International Space Station as a saff' haven in 
case of <",mage to the Shuttle. 
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20120013029 2019-08-30T21:43:32+00:00Z
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S~1 1 was reinslfll(."(\ in 2006. with 1\ scheduled launch 
dale of 2008. After a slip 10 accommodaie the servicing 
of one of the liST command and data handling comput-
ers (which failed in 20(8). lauTlch and servicing occurred 
in :'..Iay 2009. A fleT orbital verification and inilial calibra-
tion, COS began science operations in September 2009. 
The COS Instrument Ilandbook (Dixon et aL 20 10). 
available Qnline at the Space Telescope Sciencc instiulle 
(5T&I) website''1, provide:; com.tantly updated informa-
tion aboUL the oil-orbit performance of COS. " "hile some 
overlap exists between this work and those documents. 
it is our int.ention to primarily discuss those aspects of 
the COS instrument that are Hot included in the STSd 
dOcumclIllltion. Potential observers nre advised \0 re-
fe r to the current version of the Handbook for the latest 
information Oil COS before submitting a proposal. 
2. DF:S IGN PHI LOSO P[[Y 
COS WI.tS envisioned as a high-th roughput, moderate-
resolution spcctrogrnph whose high level of senSi th'iLy 
would enable the efllcient obserwttions of large numbers 
of targets. united by the theme of probing cosmic o ri-
gins. T he ccnterpiece of this vision was a sufficiently 
large survey of absorption lines, using QSOs as back-
ground sources. SO as to greatly advance our understand-
ing of the structure of maHer Oil cosmological scales. in 
p.."lrticular. the physiclti conditions. lIletallicity. and dis-
tribution of the cosmic web, We established a design 
gool of being ten times more efficient (l/loth the ob-
serving time) at obtaining the same SI"':\. spectra for a 
gh'cn object. compared to the predicted performance of 
STIS, At the time the COS concept was being developed. 
Servicing ?olission 2 had not yet occurred (S~ 12 was con-
ducted in FebruMy 1997) and STIS was not yet installed. 
The final performance of COS substllntially exceeds this 
design gool. as will be discussed in Section 6. A factor-of-
ten improvement in observing efficiency would make 1l1-
most 1000 limes as lllany QSO lines of sight available for 
observation in a reasollable time. many morc than could 
possibly observcd by IlST during its final years. T hus. 
the QSO sun'cy would be limited onl~· by the "moun\, 
of observing tim(: that would be assigncd to this science 
objecti\'c, and not by a lack of observable targets. In 
addition, this Itll·ge increa:;c in potential largets means 
that observing progrnms could ha\'e greater free<lom to 
choose their lincs of Sight. and could design probes of 
lu"lrticulMiy imerc:;ling foreground regions. r/lther than 
being limiled to the serendipitous sHlupling of the fore-
ground provided by Ihe hundful of distant background 
tnrgels I hal were bright enough to obsern~ prior to COS, 
To thi:; end. the spectral rcsoh·ing power of COS 
( R = A/ ')'A ) WIlS chOl:>Cn to be 20.000 in the primary 
observing mode. as this was felt to be sufficient to 8\·oid 
confu:;ion between intergalactiC absorbers. and to nllow 
reasonable Ctitimalion of the phy!"<ical parameters of the 
ga.", Lyo and 0 VI absorption line:, hlwe typical doppler 
b mluei> of 20 - 25 km s-L and the observed L\·Q line 
frequency dSld:: '" 100 down to an equivalent \\:idth of 
20 mAo .viclding one linc nbout evcry 300 km S-I. While 
higher spectral rCfiOlution could have been employed, Ihis 
would have required more observing time to aehie\"{' the 
same signal t.o liaise per reM)lutioll clement and restricle<\ 
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FIG. l. The COS optical layout shOYo·ing the principal compo-
nents of the instrument. Light rrom the lelcscopf! pas!:I<!SCS through 
Ihe nperlnre lIoud stri\cc8 one of four optics on the Optics Slect 
1'.ledlllllislll I (05),11 ). In the FUV modcs. light is corected and 
dbp<:,rsed by one of three gratings (GI30lI1. GI50M or GI 'SOL) and 
directly im"g()(l onto Ihe FUV detector. If an NUV mode is se-
lect()(l , light i~ corrccted and r()(lirectw by NUV Channel 1\lirror 
! (NCM1), collimhtcd b.y NCM2. {lnd thei) strikes one of flye op-
tics on Ol)tics Scl«t 1>lechanism 2 (OS1I12). The diffracted light is 
t hell re-imnged by the CIII1lCra mirrors (i\C!I[3-a.b,c) lind recorded 
on Ihe NUV ""[AlIIA det~"Ctor, 
the simultalU;,'Ous hundpass covera!,'C, Given the resolv-
ing I>OKer conSlTaint. all other optical design p.ulUlle\.ers 
for COS were chosen to minimize the time necessary to 
achicvc a gi\'cn signal to noise, It Ka.5 our intcntion to 
increase the science return of fiST through substantial 
incrclL'>e$ in usablc dflta. either dlrough higher signal-
ta-noise obsen'al iOlls or more observations at the same 
sigllll.lto liaise, As will be shown. Ihis objective h&> been 
accomplished. 
It 11'1L'il wel\ understood that a spectrograph with Stich 
a significam gain in scnsitivity would enable numerous 
olher scienlific endell\·Ors. and that the community would 
identify seience goals th rough the guest observer (GO) 
proc(..'SS that \Ire had not considered, Se\'cral science 
cases were idemified by the COS science team. includ-
ing studying the o rigin of young stellar systems. stellar 
winds. cataclysmic variables. and active galactic nuclei 
(AGN ). However. it was the IG~I science that drove the 
fundamcntal design choices for the FUV optical design. 
It is also impOrtll11L 10 recognize that COS was always 
assumed to be ope1"lliing in parallel with a fUllclioning 
ST IS. COS was not, intended to replace, but rather to 
complemcnt ST \S b.v enabling scientific observations Ihat 
would olherwise require an ultacceptably large commil-
ment of observing timc to realize. For example, it was 
assumed thai for high-resolution spectroscopy on brighL 
tl\Tb'CtS. and high-precision imilging spectroscopy. 51'15 
would remain the preferred instrument. 
The o\·e-rall philosoph.\' to maximize the sensitivity of 
COS ccntered on six fundllmelllal design issues. which 
IIrC dbcusscd below. For reference. a schematic repre-
semation of the COS FCV c\mnnel is shown ill Figure l. 
2.1. jl/mimiu fILe total "limber of reftedll·e surfaces in 
the optical design 
In the ultra\"iolet ( t.:V). each reflective surface has at 
best 80<)( reA(.'('tivity. Therefore the FC\' channel was 
d<'Sign(.>(\ to ulilize fI single optical elemelll: one grat-
ing. This grating would have 10 disperse the light. r{'-
imagi' th(' diverging tcte;cope beam. correct the spheri-
cal nbermtion of the Hubble Optical Telescope Assembl.\· 
(OTA ) and corrcct the inherent aberrations of the quasi-
ll ow)lIl1d circle mount. The design of these gratings i:; 
dbctls:oed in Section 2.1. 
Previow; /1ST corrector dc.;igns for STIS 
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(Woodgate et aJ. W98) and ACS (Ford et al. 1996) 
utilized multiple optiC!> to correct the spherical aberra-
tion colllent of the O1'A by using a collimating mirror 
to reform the entrance pupil (or equally. an image of 
the primary mirror) nnd then a correclorjre-imaging 
mirror to imroduce n wavcfront correction of equal and 
opposite magnitude to the Ixuhlength errors in the liST 
primn.ry mirror. This is n('-'CeSSflry when correcting th(' 
aberrations over CI field. In such an application (e.g .. 
STIS) a slit efill he introduced in the system at the 
corrected focus. and any post-slit sl>CCtrogral)h can 
utilize c\as!>ic de!>igns which image the sl>cctrogTilph 
cntran(:e slit. Such a design resulls in a large number 
of reflective surfaces. Ilowcvcr. by designing COS as 11 
point-~urce spectrograph and limiting the field of view 
to n few arc Sf..'Conds, Bny poim in the diverging beam 
behind the OTA fOCllS is /III effective pupil. and the 
wavefront correction can be implemented at any point, 
behind the focus. This is the t.echnique utilizt.'(\ in COS. 
2.2. Eliminate the slit losses ill the system 
"lost slined spectrographs have sigll ificant throughput 
losses at lhe spectrograph entrance slit. Some modes of 
STIS havc up to 50% losses at the slit (Boslroem 2010). 
The entrance slit in most spectrographs is present to de-
finc lhe width of the imaged poillt source in the disper-
sion direction. to limit colilamination from the sky a nd 
other astronomical sources. and to relax requirements on 
pOintingjtrackingso thnt thc spectral resolution does not 
degrade if the telescope drifts 011 the sky. However, on 
liST. t hese reasons are less relevant. The excellent point-
ing stability of liST (t.ypically less than 0.007" jit.ter) 
eliminates the need to correct for sky drift. The spheri-
cal aherration of the HS1'OTA mcans that a point source 
docs not. form a wc\1 defined image at. any poin~ without 
funher correcting opt.ics. Therefore, allY slit utilized at 
the OTA focus in A classic spectrograph approach (where 
the final imAge is the image of the sliL) will either haw' 
low transmission if the slit is small. or poor spectral reso-
lution if the slit is wide. COS avoids both of these pitfalls 
by focusing the spectrograph not at the slit. but on the 
sk,v. so thM speclJ'l\1 width of a monochromatic point 
source is only liS large us the corrected HST line spread 
functiOn (LSF) (Kriss 201 I) pIllS any aberrations in the 
speclrograph. By proper design. these can be made small 
enough to Illeet the spectral resolutioll requirements. 
As a con:'>Cquenee. the slit itself will be Out of focus at 
the final spectral image plane. and the sk.\' transmission 
cur\'(' as a function of off-mds angle will nOt hl;i\'e a sharp 
cutoff (see Figure 2). Effecth·ely. COS is a slitles;; spec-
trograph. 1I0we\·er. to minimi7..(' sky contribution and 
potential CQnfu,.ion with nearby I>oint sources. an aper-
ture is included at the minimullJ waist point in the HST 
OTA poim spread fUl1ction. The minimum \\'ai~t point 
is not the saUl{' as the minimum encircled energy loca-
tion. but ratll{'r tht> poim at which Joost of the light is 
included in the minimum diameter. The diameter of the 
COS aperture is "'" 700 /I/n. which at the focal length of 
the HSTOTA (57.6 Ill) corresponds to 2.5" in diameter. 
This slitl('!)s 8"PI.'Ct of COS has implications for the ob-
scrmtion of diffuse sourees. both in the etendue (A 0 ) 
of the instrument. to diffusc elllis.';ion. and to the spectral 
r('5()lutionand spl1.lilll re-olution of COS in such an appli-
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FtG. 2. COS Primary Sciclw:e I\perture (PSA) throughput ''eT-
~us ofrset in arc SO!OOuds along the disp.-rsioll dinx:tion. This ou-
orbit throughput meWlUremellt j", dt'ri\'e<1 rrom a large collect ion or 
targ ... t IICqubition SCRIIS. 
Cl.ltion. These implicittions are <liscussed in Section 6.6. 
Since the elltl'll1lCe aperture (effectively an out-of-focus 
field stop) is not at H location where t,he telescope forms 
II rCI\1 image (due to the spherical aberration), the COS 
spectrognlph does not image the entrance slit, but rather. 
forms (III im(lge of the sky tit the specirul focHI surface. 
(In a standard design where the entrance sl it is located 
in n stigmatic real image plane. this distinction is irrele-
vant.) This is iml>Ortnllt to remember. as objects outside 
the field of view of the aperture will pass light through 
the Aperture due to the spherical aberration. but the light 
will be reilllaged by COS at the appropriate sky location. 
not til(' centro id of the tnlllsmitted light in the aperture. 
It should be noted that the HSTOTA. while excellent. 
is not perfect. and has aberration content due to figure 
errors other than spherical aberration as well as scattered 
light from surface imperfections and dust. These cnuse 
ullcorrectable contributions to the lIST PSF' which re-
sult in the COS slit passing slightly less than 100% of 
the originnl beam (approximately 98%) and slightly d(. ... 
grading the final point spread function of the final imaged 
light. These effects all the line spread function Rnd the 
spt.'Ctrnl resolution of COS are discussed in Section 6.3. 
2.3. Elim'inate {III tmnsmifl.iny optics -ill the system 
Transmitting optics can introduce losses in the system. 
paniculllrly at, the shortest FUV wavelengths. Addition-
ally. the domino nt, source of dark noise in the systems uti-
lizing windowed detectors is frequently UV photons pro-
duced ill the windows through phosphorescence. T his is 
true for the ~' Iuhi-Allode ~lierochannel Array (~ IA~IA ) 
detl'Ctors utilized b\' the COS :\UV channf' !s and the 
S1' IS Fl.; \, and :-:CV channels. By eliminating windows 
in the det(.~tOr :,.vstems. the throughput is enhanced and 
the noh;e level is greatl)' reduced. resulting in large gains 
in sigllnl to noise. particularly for the faimcst targl'ts 
with F)" < 1.0 x IO- L1 erg cm- 2 S-I A-I at 1200 A. 
Since the COS F!;V channel has no lrallsmittingoptic,. 
at any point in the ,.ySlCm. the front surface reR(.'Ctivit~· 
of the /lSTOTA and F!;V gratings pro\'ides measurable 
performance ill the 900-1150 A region (and wry limited 
performallee al ('v('n shorter wavelengths). a unique ca-
pability 011 IlST. Thi!' performance is presented in detail 
in :o.lcCandlbs et al. (20JO). Bccasue we could not becer-
tain that the IISTOT}\ would pro\'ide an)' perfromanC<' 
at these wnvelcnglh~. the design of a.berration control 
hologrnphy did 110t ('ol1:-;id€'r tht'S{' wavelengths. and the 
focal surfllc(' match of the dt'tector is not maintained llt 
the extreme gmting pO:.itiolls that must be employed to 
·, Green et al. 
access these wavelengths. To have extended the dcsign 
to these wllxclcngths would have necessitated reducing 
i>erfrom~Il.<'~ nl)()\"c 1150 A. and this ~med unwise gh'Cll 
the 1>OSSlblhty that the OTA might provide no reflectivity 
a L these wU\'c]cngths. T herefore. the spectral resolution 
becomes suhslIlIl tia l1y deg raded at ill these sub- ll50 A 
modes. to a level of approxi mately R = 2000. Efrons nre 
ongoing to optimize the resolution and efficiency in the 
sub- l l50 A modes. lIowcvcr. since the Far Ultmviolet 
SpectrQsoopic ETJJfQl'cf' (F US E) (~ Ioos et al. 2000) is no 
longer operational, COS provides the only spectroscopic 
access to Lhese wavciengths a t the moment. 
2.4. UtHi;;e lOTi -etched holOfllnphic gratings to 
m.inimize scatten:d liyht while maximiung net 
eificiency 
The tmdll,jonnl trude-off between holographic gratings 
/lIld rncchomcally ruled gratings is normally considered 
to be one of high groove efliciency (mechanical) V5. low 
scatter. (holographic). J-!owc\'er, proprietary tedmiquCll 
now eXist that nllow the introductioll of a blazed groo\'tJ 
profile 011 holographically ruk'(l gratings. Physical mea-
surements of a COS ruv grating groove profile arc 
shoWJl in Figure 3. This allows the simultaneous de-
velopment of a high grOO\'e efficieJlcy and low scatter 
gruti ng. To nchie\'e such 1I profile first requires the ex-
posure of the holographic grating photoresisl to a differ-
enL depth thnn would be used for a si nusoidal grating. 
and then exposing the grating to an ion-ccth beam at 
multiple angles, each for 11 diffcrcnt exposure time. Not 
all combinations of line densi ly and bla7,e angle can be 
reliably implcmented, The> parameter space in optical 
design (li ne dcnsity, incoming angle, outgoing angle) for 
which the approprilltc blaze conditions can be physically 
implemented is constrained nnd not well defined except 
through simulations of the ion-etch process. To simulta-
neously achie\'c the appropriate spcctrHl dispersion and 
have 1I ma nufacturable blllze Hngle, strict constraints arc 
imposed on the avnilable optical design parameter space 
into which the spectrograph mUSt conform, Ilnd even then 
it is necessary to iterate wi th the manufacturer to lind 
n reliable solution. :\ Iultiple test gratings were produced 
to optimze t he Right production units. 1.1nd it r(.'quired 
,]-8 protOtype runs to achie\'c optimal Right gratings. 
The usc of a hologrnphic grating also permits the in-
t roduction of llberrn t ion colltrol in the recording process. 
allowing A single optic to maintain the performance o\'('r 
a signillcant hnndl:HISS, T hc actual design of the gratings 
is prcscnt('d in Table I. 
T he rl,;v C ] IO L grating, which ha:; much lower dis-
l>et:;ion. was not iOIl-etched 1O create a Iriangular gTOO\'C 
profile, bUl utilizes II Illminar profile instead . While this 
produces acceptable pC'rformance. it is not as efficient 
as would be predicted with a triangular groove profilf'. 
I...""nfortunately, the Ic\'('1 of ion-etching required to pro-
duce a 1.]0 blaze angle> would remow so much mate-
rial that. we could not gUllTllntce the figure quality of 
the gratltlg would be pre:scrved. After the production 
of the flight, laminnT profile gratings. a tCSt grating was 
produced with 1.]0 blnze angles in late 2001. lIowever. 
it was ncver tested for figure quality. Ill; the nccessnry 
flS7'-.~illlulating, :;p]l('l"ical aberration inducing optical 
feed ~ystelJl was needc(i at Ihe end-to-end test )e\'el to 
. FIG. 3.. ~ leMured FUV gmting surface profile, achien'd through 
1011 el.chmg of the hologrpahic II1l1Ster . The line dens ity is 3800 
groOl'<.'S 111111 I. and the bla~e angle i~ approxilllately 14.3°, 
support the scheduled launch dnle of 2004 . 
2.5. Utilize (t large-Jonllut detector 
Essentiill to the observutional efficiency of a specno-
scopic in,strumem like COS is the availabilit.y of a large 
obscrvntlonlll bandpass. For ICl\1 studies, the actua! 
wil,vclength ilL which the absorbers will appear is lIOt 
known before the observation is made: therefore. com-
plcte co\'ernge ncross I he clltire 1150- 1775 A b."lndpas.., 
1I1 as fcw eXI)()Sun,"S as possible maximizes the net. infor-
mation gat hering ctl]:mbility of t.he instrumem in fixed ob-
serving time, Traditionally, a large bandpass is achieved 
through the use of an echelle spectrograph. such as 011 
STIS. However. echelle spectrographs require multi pIc 
gralings and optics. with the subsequent loss of through-
put. and mechanicnlly ruled echelle gratings often exhibit. 
significant scatter. (It has currently nOI been demon-
strnt C(1 thnL high-angle triangular blaze profiles Cilll be 
nchieved through the ion-etching of holographic grat.-
ings.) Thercfore, it WIIS decided to utilize a suffiCiently 
large detector to obtain at least one hal f of the totnl 
ban(ipllSs in 11 Single exposure in first order. Fortunately. 
large microchannel plate detectors 111\d recelltly been de.. 
veloped fo r FuSE, and these served as the templat.e for 
the COS detectors. The active area for the COS detec-
tors is two segmcl\ls. euch 85 mill long )( 10 mill high, 
curved to mlltch the focal surfnce of the system. with a 9 
nun gap between the segmCnts. The readollt system for 
ellch S(>gmellt is ,l cross delay line, resulting in the produc-
lion of 161\ x I K non-physical pixels, which do not lIrise 
from IIny phy ... ical boundaries. but from thc digitizMion 
of 1\ mcasured lime illlerval In this way, the COS detec-
tors lire \'er.\' different from 11 c1assical'CCD or In fOCal 
planc arrn.\'. or e\'en the STIS :\[/\:\1/\ dctecton., whose 
pixel scale is established by a physical set of wires. For II 
much more completc discussiOn of the detector devclop-
ment lind capabilities please,;('(' Vallerga et aL (2001 ). 
2.6. Utdrt.e an opaque photocathode 
Windowffi detectors of len utilize semi-transp.'lrcnt 
photocathodes nppli('(1 to the back side of the windows, 
Ilow('\'er. higher detection quautum efficiellciCi> (DQE ) 
can normally be obtaincd by the usc of opaque photo-
catho<les, which in the case of COS, are applied directly 
to the :lurf/lCC' of thc lIlicrochannel pla.tes. Th is has re-
sulted in gll.in of up to fOll !' limes the quantum efficienc\' 
for the pholocatho(le compared to semi-transparent ap. 
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COS FTV SPECTltO(:nAPIt DESIGN PARAMIo."TER.~ 
C hannel Kame GI30~! G 160~'1 GI~OL 
liST Sc<;ondary Vertex/Slit (z) 61J4.4 nllil 6114.4 mnt &11 '1.4 ntm 
Slit Off Axis OOA9mm OOA9 mill 00.'19 mm 
Slit / Grating 1652.57 mm 1652.57 mm 1652.57 111m 
0 2O. 1 ~ 2C1.I 0 7.o10N5~ 
• 8.6466° 8.&l66~ -4.0-1595~ 0- ' 11 .,1&3-1 ~ 11.453-1° 1!.1~0 Grl\t;lIgJDetector 15.11.25 nlln 1M!.:?;' 111m 15>11.15 tnUl 
Detector Normal/ Central Ita ... 9.0-16&1° 9.().I6&1° 9.0.16&1' 
Groo-"e density (1/ 11111\ ) - 3800. 30933 '80. 
radius 1652. 111m 1652. mill IG13.87111m 
•• 1. 15789E-9 1. 15789E-9 1.33939E-9 
.6 -4.85:1:J8E-IS -4.85338E- 15 1.'I8854E-I.'I 
, 
_71.0° _62.5° 10.0° , 6&.3512° :J8.500.lo 2 1.07:!2° 
" 
-4813.92 nUll -436.3.6 !l1l11 .167,1.00 nnn 
"' 
5238.29 nnn ,1]80.27 n"" 3305.19 mm 
recording A 
plications. While the open-face design results in expo-
sure of the photoc.uhode to the environlllcnt of the spec-
trograph. and subsequent degrruilltion of the efficiency. 
current measurements indicate a loss or approximately 
5% per year from the photocathode. which is small com-
pmed to the significant gains rCfllized through the op<lque 
utilization. 
3. NUV DES[GN PlIILOSOPHY 
T he NUV channel was addcd w COS at the request of 
NASA immediately after its selection. It was intended 
to provide a back'up cnpability to t he full STiS NUV 
wilvelcngth regime (1750-3200 A) without significantly 
incrcasing the overall cost or jeopardizing the perfor-
mance of the FU V channels. Consistent with the low 
COSt approach. an existing night qualified :\ IA:\IA detec-
tor left over from the STIS program was dictated as the 
detcctor to be utilized in the optical design. All of t he 
photowthodes available for use in this regime Me r(!-
quired to be applied semi-lrunspfll'elltly in a scaled tube 
for environlllental protection. so that the FUV detectors 
and optical concept wcre not flppJicable to the NUV de-
sign. T he STIS ~IA~[A has a 25 mm acth'C area (diam-
eter) compared to thc 170 IIl1n IIctive area of the COS 
FIJV detectors. STIS addresscd this. ut ilizing all echcllc 
design to get the full ~L;V co\'crage in a single expo-
sure, This approach nlso includes all the fundamcntnl 
limitations of all echclle design. It was decided thnt til(' 
COS design should not dllplicate the STIS design. but 
mther optimize the perform(lncc nlong a different figure 
of merit emphasizing maximulll scnsit i vity over a limited 
wflvelength range. The figure of merit employed was for 
maximum sensitivity to 1\ single absorption linc that was 
narrower than the in.slrumentnl profile (15 km s- t ). and 
using the dispersion l\('Cf'$:,nry to match the FWII:\[ of 
t he point spread fUllction with three :\IA_\[A pixels. Fur-
ther. we required that t hc deign be capable of observing 
the entire wavelength rangc in multi pic cxposur~. In this 
wny, scientific objcctives requiring only limited bandpll.,,;s 
coverage (study of .specific interstellar lines. ror exam-
ple) could be implemented with higher sensitivity than 
in STIS. while scienCe programs requiring the full waw'" 
IC'llgth CO\'crllge would pr~'Sulliably be better executed 
-1880 A 48S0 A ,1880 A 
with the STIS echelle modes. Ilowevcr. in the e\"ent of Ii 
STIS f;\ilure. the COS NliV channels would provide full 
wavclength co"erage backup. A S<'"hematic reprcselltlltion 
of the COS NUV channel is provided in Figure I, 
To keep the efficiency high nlld thc scatter low, the 
NUV channel utili:r.es first-order hologmphic gratings. 
[n first ordcr. Ilt I? = 20.000 resolving power. the 25 
mm of detector provi(lcs only limited wavelength cov-
cragc. Thereforc, the design recjuired the introduction 
of a scanning mechanism to allow selection of filly par-
ticular wavelength region tuned to the observati01l11.1 re-
quirements. Since t he aberration control in a ho[ogrnphic 
design is a function of the optical geometry. this meant 
that lin aberration-free dispcrsi\'c system had to be em-
ployed: a nat grating with unirorm. straight groO\'es 01>-
erating in collimated light . This imposed the recjuirc-
mcnt that thc beam be corrcctl.'(\ for spherical aberra-
tion Ilnd collimated prior to dispersion . and then rc-
inlll.ged by a camera optic. Additionally, the longer wa\'c-
[engt.h of the NUV chlllL1lel necessitat.ed a larger disper-
sion (in lincs/ mm) to IIccomlllodate the same resolving 
power. R = 20,000. In COS. the NL;V channcl minor 
I (.\'C:\II ) corrects thc sphericalnherration. NC~12 r('-
collimutes the lighl. Illld the .\'C:\13 mirrors re-image the 
light. In order to keep the opt ics a reasonable sizC'. but 
mnilllain the throw lengths necess.u'y to accomplish thc 
desired dispersion. the efft'Cti\'C' beam speed of the s\'s-
tem is changed from / / 21 to / / 88 by the XC:\Jl /XC~12 
combination. The increases the effective focalleugth by 
the same ratio. creating an imnging pillte SCll[C at thc 
spectral focal plane of 0.911" / Illlll or 0.023" per 25 11m 
pixel. IL was decided to illlen:ept the diffracted light 
wiLh tllrec camera s~'stC1l1S (single optic re-inl11gers) to 
maximize Ihe total wavelength coverage in any single ex-
posure. This results in three wavelength segmeills that 
arc non-contiguous in wavelength in an:. single exposure. 
It is pos.sible. with Illultiple exposure:;. to pro\'ide full. 
continuous wavelength covernge over the full band 1m:;:, 
of any particular mode. 
One of the IOCRtions Oil t he :'>:t.:\' channel grating SC'-
leetion mechanism if! occupiC<1 by a na~ mirror. which re.-
sults in a broad-band XI;V image rorming at the :\IA:\IA 
surface. T his channel i.s referred to a Target Acqui,;jtioll 
6 Creen et aJ. 
I (TA I). and is primnrily intended, as its name implies. 
for target aC(luisitioll purposes. lIowevcr. it is nWlilablc 
for science applications (sec Section 6.5). 
'I. THE OPT ICA L DESIC!\' OF COS 
The PUV system includes two moderate resolution 
channels, G130~1 and G](jO~I , celllered 011 [30 and 160 
nm respectively. There is also a. low dispersion chan-
nel. C ].IOL , centered aL 110 nm. Because each the ruv 
channels incorporate a single opticlll element. the design 
of the FliV channel is simply the design of the gratings. 
The gratings have a spherical substrate. combin(!(1 with 
polynomial deformations in the 4'h and 6th orders to con-
I rot I he spherical aberration and approximate the inverse 
deviat ions of fiST primary mirror from its de>igncd hy-
perbolic shnpe. The hologruphy is created with two point 
sourcC$, olle a virtual soun.:c, and the nomencla~ur(' ill 
t he holographic H.'cordillg goomt'try parameters follows 
the conventioll of NOOa. Namiokn, & Seya (Noda et al. 
1974). The elements listed ill Table I arc defined below. 
The flST Secondary Verlex/ Slit (z) is thc distancc 
from the vertex of thc fiST OTA sc<:ondary to the COS 
primary science apert.ure. project.ed onto the optical axis 
of liST (z). Slit Off Axis is the position of the aperture 
perpendicular to the liST optical axis. Slit/ Grat. ing is 
the distance frolll the apert.ure to t he vertex of each grat.-
ing. (l' and {3 are the angles of t.hc geometry as ex pl'essc<1 
in the sta ndard gra ting eQuntion: sin a+sin .B = m)./(l. 
The mount is ill-plane and t lie my along {3 strikt.>s the 
center of the detector. Crating/ Detector is the distance 
from the grating vertex. to the dtector focal surfl\ce nlong 
a ray leaving t lte grating center at an angle {3 from the 
normal. Detector i\'orlllal/Cent ral Hay is t he tilt of the 
detctor relatrive to the priuUlry ray along (3 ... Radius". 
a I and a6 describe the surface of the gralin.r: as a sphere 
of radius" Radius'" plus fourt h-ordre (al r ) and sixth-
order (06 ,.6 ) polynomilll deviations from spherici ty. 1, 
rc and 15, rd are .Ite posit.ions of the recording sourC('s. 
measured in polar coonlinlltcs from lhe grating center 
and grating normal with t he same SCll:>e a..<; 0 and J. 
X01e that, rc is negatiw) for CI30;\! and CI60r-.1 , indicnt.-
ing a virtual source 011 the opposite side of the gralillg 
as t he optical surface. Hecording..\ is the wavelength 
of the laser used for the holographic recording. These 
parameters, along wi th the known surface description of 
t he fiST OTA, and the radius of l'un·ature of the detec-
lOr surface. 826 mm. allows II ful! ra.\·-trace simulation of 
COS FCV channles. 
The optical layout of the COS FCV channels. at first 
glance, nppears to be n Bowland ci rcle. 1I0wever. this is 
IIOt the case. The slit-ta-grating distance in a Rowland 
circle is Rcos(o) and the grating-ta-detector distanC{! is 
R cos(S) where R is the diatneter of the Rowland cir-
cle. The use of hologrnphy to correct the [l.';tigmlltbm 
at more than one wavelength within the bandpass places 
light constraims 011 the values of 0 and :3 that can be 
employed in the design. Angles 0 and 3 are further con-
strained in that 0-3 mUSt fit within the ph.vsicnl dimen-
sions a\'ailable in the instrument. and the holographic 
recording sourC€'l> IIlUSt be located ill a physical config-
uration that will result in n high Quality recording. All 
of these constraints combine to require that 0 > 3. III 
n classic Bowland mount. thb requirement is not COIl-
straining, and the slit-gTllting distance hi l~s than the 
grating+to-detector distance. An example of such a de-
sign is the Far Ultraviolet S]x:ctmscop'ic E:q)I01Y!1' optical 
design (Green ct a1. 19!J I). However. in liST, the slit lo-
cation relative to the pl·itlll1r.Y mirror is fixed. and such 
(l. design would plaee the detector inside the Hubble pri-
ma ry mirror. and is dead)' ulIucccptable. Therefore, as 
a st nning poi nt for Lhe design. the two distances were 
swapped (effectively, the ohject Ilnd image distances were 
interchanged. which under the thin lcns approximation 
does nOl alter the focal capability) and the resulting de-
focus and aberrations werc corrected with holography. 
The low-resolution FUV channel Cl40L presented a 
grealer design challenge, [I.'; the bcilm angular deviation 
(0 - 8) had to be preser\'ed. so as to make the dispersed 
light reach the detector. but the dispersion had to be 
10% of t he :'11 mode dispersion. '1'0 achieve this. the grll t,-
ing had to be tilte<1 substantial l.\'. creat ing large defoclls 
terlllS tlmt had to be addressed by holograpllic correc-
tion. It. was not possible to achieve 1\ solution lhat, cor· 
rected the aberrations ilt two wavelengths in this geome-
try, which explains the larger astigmatism ill the Cl lOL 
chilnllel. T he design parameters for t he COS FUV spec-
trograph are givcn ill Table I. 
All chan nels of the NUV channels utilize the s8meopti-
cnl elements with the exception of the diffraction groUng 
(or mirror, in the case of TA I). ~C(o, ll is the corrector 
nnd refOCUSing optic, \'C~12 is tlte collimator Opl ie, and 
NC~13a, band c arc the three camera optics. 
5. CROUND PERFORl\IA)1CE 
The sta nd-alone ground performance of t he various 
com ponents has been documented in the published lit.-
eratu re. For a discussion of the FUV gratings see 
Osterman eL al. (201Ia). Por details of the NUV compo-
nems. refer to Osterman el til. (201Ib). All components 
performed within specification except the XUV gratings. 
The :\IUV gratings. ilS originally designed. provided 
substantially lower net effecti\'e through put t.han antic-
ipa ted . These gratings nre replicas of holographically 
ruled flats. with straight grooves. utilizing an optimized 
pseudcrsinusoidnl groove depth to maximize the em· 
ciency into first order. When tested after replication. 
with a pliltinum optical surface, they exhibited diffrnc-
lion efficiencies as pre<licte<1. However. after final optical 
COl:H ing with chromium (utilized as a diffusion barrier), 
aluminum and magnesium fluoride, all three mediulII-
resolution ( ~I ) gratings Jlerformed well below spt.."<:ificll-
lion. The G230L gTllting performe<1 within spccincation. 
Intense analysis was perforllle<1 to understand the CilUse 
of the performance shortfnll. It was disco\'ered t hllt. the 
application of the magnesium fluoride O\'ercoot altered 
the wavelength of the photons at the aluminum sur-
fflce such thflt the grnting was operating at a diffrllction 
IInomaly (Loewen et Ill. l!J77) cflusing one polariz;ltion to 
have very low efficiency into first order. It W[I.'; decided to 
fly the G225~1 and C28~~1 grlllings with bare aluminum 
coat ings. Bare aluminum exhibits ncceptable reflectivity 
ill the wl\\'elellgth in the,(> bnndpasses. and lhC' liu~ra· 
ture indicated lhat after an inilialloss of refleeti\'ity du(' 
to oxida.tion. the refle<'tivity would stabilize. The reflec-
tivity of bare aluminum in the band pas.-; of the C185~ 1 
grating was con:sidered unacceptable. and a :'IIgF2 collt('(l 
C225:'1! (with subsequently lower line density) \\'[1.'; substi-
tuted for the C I85:\! grat ing. This moved the diffraction 
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anomaly out of the bandpass and provided an accept-
llble level of tot,,1 efficiency. However. this abo resulted 
in a lower dispersion and spectral resolving power in the 
G185).1 channel, but at the time of this decision (2001 ) 
the imminent launch of S1"I[4, then scheduled for 200·1. 
precluded the redesign and fabrication of new gratings. 
Contrary to our expectations. the G225hl and G285!\[ 
grat.ings continued to exhibit losses in efficiency during 
the storage of COS before launch. It had been IHltici-
pated that the efficiency loss would cease after 6 mOllt hs 
to I year. Extensive testing of ruled witness samples 
ruled out contamilll.ltion, metal diffusion, or groove pro-
file rela.xation as sources of the continued efficiency loss. 
nare aluminum witness samples (mirrors, not gratings) 
did not exhibit reflectivity loss. even though they were 
stored with the flight gf11tings at all times. including in-
side the instrument. It was finally concluded that the 
most likely explunation was that the oxide layer in the 
aluminum continued to grow on the surface of the grat-
ings. even though they had beenSlore<i under a nitrogen 
purge at all Limes. T his did 110t affect the reflectivit.y of 
the coating, but it did begin to creilte a dielectric coating 
on the gratings that partially reintroduced the efficiency 
anomaly seen with the !\ lgF2 coating. Full solutions of 
hlaxwell's equat ions on t he time-dependent Illodeled sur-
face of the gnll ings. developed by the vendor, were able 
to reproduce the magnitude, time-dependence llnd wave-
length dependence of the efficiency losses in both grat-
ings. Given the success of this model. it was predicted 
that the ef1i.ciellcy losses would stabilize after the gratings 
were installed into HST ,'nd exposed to the vacuum of 
space. While sOllie 1"(."Sidual atomic oxygen does remain 
at HS?' altitudes, at the very least. it wru; anticipated 
that the degradation \\'ould slow down. However. the 
efficiency losses continuc at the same rate on orbit as 
observed on the ground during storage. 3.3% pcr year 
for G225M und 10.8% per year for G285M (Osten et a1. 
201 I). At the time of this writing. we are at a loss to 
explain the data. However. given the limited utilization 
of these channels. the additional exposure timc needed 
to restore the .science lost due to the efficiency loss is less 
tlmn five orbits/.vear. 
6. FLIG HT PERFO B1"IIANCE 
A description of the initial Oil-orbit performance of 
COS has been pre5ellled in Osterman et a1. (20 11a). The 
flight performance of the COS instrument is continually 
updated in the COS Instrument Handbook . availableol~­
line at the STSci website. The highlights of the perfor-
llUl.lIce ure summarized here. 
6.1. FUV 'J'hrouyhput 
The throughput on the FUV channels is excellent and 
exct.'E!ds the performance predictions in the proposal by 
approximately a factor of two. This is the result of higher 
grating efficiencies than antiCipated and Iligher deTector 
detection quantum efriciency (DQE) than assllmed in the 
proposal. The on-orbit effective l'rel1 of COS is present.ed 
in Figure o.l. along with the effective area of STIS in its 
most comparable mode. 
6.2. [Jackgrormds (dw'k and scaltered light) 
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FI(;.4. The measured. on-orvit efJe<;tive area of the COS FUV 
channds as a function of wavelength. The nominal cffecth-e arCa 
for the S1"IS £1 ,10)'1 chamlcl is included for compmison. Sl it tran~_ 
mission losses are not i"duded {or STIS. 
T he on-orbit background for the FUV detector is al>-
proximately ......, 1 COUlIt S- I cm - 2, consistent with pn.'-
launch predictions (Sahnowet a1. 201O). The origin of 
this background is approximately ",0.5 counts S-I cm-2 
from internal rndio...'l.ctive decays in the microchannel 
plate glass. and "'0.5 counts S-l cm- 2 from incident 
particles that the detector electronics are unable to dis-
criminate from real photon events. T his results in - 0.8 
background counts/resolution clement ill a nominal 2000 
second (-I orbi t) observiltion. Being photon counting 
devices. the COS detectors have zero read noise. Except 
in t he vicinity (within ± 2 A) of a bright airglow line, the 
contribution from scattered light is even less tha.n the 
dark background. T his meallS thal for brighter targets 
(FA > 1.0 X 10- 13 erg cm-2 S-1 A -I) the FUV channels 
are signal limited alld have an effective dark background 
of zero. For fainter target:;. correction for background 
is necessm)'. However, the correction is mllch smaller 
than for previous liST spectrographs . This allows COS 
to reach reasonable sigm,l to noise at unprecedented low 
flux levels. One of the ~oals stated in the proposal was to 
break through the 10- 4 flux level {lO-I,! erg cm- 2 S- l 
A -t) which was considered the practical limit for obser-
viltions with the existing 811<1 planned HS?' illslrumenLs. 
COS hM measured line fluxes with equivalent continuum 
fluxes of 1.0 x 10- 17 erg cm-2 S-1 A -1 (Froning et ill. 
2011 ) such as the black hole X-ray binary se<!n in Fig-
me 5 and in the intergalitctic He II l.lbsorption troughs 
(Figure 12). n ecause of the extrcmel.\· 10K background ill 
the FeV channel. even fainter fluxes could be observed 
if the science justified the exposure times necessary to 
obtain the signal. 
The on-orbit background performance of the XUV 
)'[A)'[A is dominated by the phosphorescence of the 
detector window. GrOllnd testing of the COS detec-
tor. compared of the STIS flight detector. under simi-
lar conditions (utilizing radioactive sources to stimulate 
the phosphorescence), indicated that the COS detector 
would have approximately 25% of the dark rate of the 
STIS detector. As the STlS ;\;CV deteCTor had a dark 
ralC of 1200 counts s-t (oH!r the elllirf' detector) hefore 
failllre. it was amicipat('({ that the COS \IA)'IA would 
have'" 300 counts S-l dnrk rate on-orbit. To our sur-
8 Green et al. 
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FIG. 5. T he time-averaged COS FUV spectrum of the black 
hole X-ray binary AOO20-00 is shown in black from observations 
acquired on 23 "larch 2010. T he spectrum has been binned 10 2 
resolution dements: (15 pixels). T he error bars shown in red ar'l 
the stat istical uncertainties from CALCOS prop. .. gatoo through the 
bilming of the d .. ta poinU. P romillent emission features are labeled 
in blue (with airglow lines labeled wilh t he circled plus signs). The 
purple bars show mean continum" f1nxes, with the horir.ontal bars 
indicating the range over which the mean W[I.S calculated and the 
vertical ban; showing the uncertainty of the lllean. 
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FIG. (;. On-orbit COS :-IVV deteclOr dark rat", shown for tile 
entire detector. A linear fit to Ih!! dark rate indicates a current 
rate of increase of 221 counts $- 1 yr - I . 
prise. immediately after turn on . the counL rate wa.s only 
60 counLS S-I . However, that has been steadily rising 
on-orbit and is now close to 300 counts S-l . T he STIS 
NUV ;\.!A :-' IA. 011 the other hand. had a sigllillcantl.v en-
hanced background after repair. which has been st.eadily 
decreasing since re-commis.'Jioning. T he rat.es are dis-
played in Figure 6. For a marc detailed discussion . St.>(! 
Penton & Keyes (2010). 
6.3. Spectral Reso/tJ/ioll 
T he spectral resolving power of COS was originally 
designed (0 be fl ;?: 20.000 at all warfOrmi\llCe is be-
low this Icyel. In the G185~ 1 (NUV) channel. the sub-
stitution of 1l lower density grating has rL'Sulted in the 
resolving power ranging from 16.000--22.000 across the 
bandpass. with the lowest resolving p(m"Qr ilt thE' short-
est w<.\\"elengths. T his reduction in spectral resolution 
was accepted <IS preferable to the significantly reduced 
throughput that would have resulted frolll using the orig-
inal gratings. The resoh·ing power of the \"I;V channels 
on orbit is presented in Figure 7, and is consistent with 
pre-I~unch expectations. The mid-frequency wavefront 
errors (~ IWrE) present in the Hubble primary and scc-
ondar mirrors which degrade the resolution in dlf' FUV 
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Flc. i . NUV sp~'Ctral resolving powcr (R = A/tl >..) vs. wa''C· 
lcngth as 1Ilca:mrcd on-orbit. 
(sec below) modes is present in the NUV modes. but at a. 
reduced level which docs not reduce the resolv ing power 
below specification. 
The FUV cbannels have lower resolving power on or-
bit than measured in thermal vacuum testing. due to 
limitations of the /-1ST primary ,HId secondary mirrors. 
Figure errors. primarily in the mid-frequency regime. re-
suit in some power moving from the core to the wings of 
any lIST image. This e/Tect is greater at shorter wave-
lengt.hs and is seen in all /-1ST instruments. It man ifes ts 
as wings in optical ima.ges (at a Significantly reduced level 
due 1.0 the longer wavelengths involved). and in the spec-
Lrographs when sufficiently wide elltrance slits arc em-
ployed. For example. t.his same effect is sccn ill ST IS 
line profiles when the 2" slit is employed. T he convo-
lution of these aberrations with the COS FUV grating 
and FUV detector responses, results in a line profile that 
is hroader t han a pure Gaussian with a FWH i\1 equat-
ing 1.0 1 part ill 20,000 of the wavelength. Additionally. 
the depLh of an absorption linc is less from the true line 
spread fUlictioll than i~ would be if the COS LSF was a 
pure Gaussian. Fortunately. the /1ST OTA performance 
models (Krist. 1995), when convolved with t he COS line 
spread function. a.s measured in ground testing. matches 
the on-orbit profile very well (Ghuvamian et al. 2009). In 
practice. this means that as long as profile fitt ing is done 
with the appropriate Oil-orbit profiles. highly accurate 
parilmeters for the absorbing alld/or emitt.ing material 
can be derived. ExcepL for wenk. nnrrow lines, the abil-
ity to constrain the physical parameters (as compared to 
the ideal1ine profile capabilities ) is limited by the signal 
to noise of the obsen·atioll and not the degraded spectral 
resolving power. 
As noted. this effen reduces the sensitivity of the in-
strument to dewct weak « 10 mA ). IlIUTOW features for 
a fixed signal to noise (Keeney et al. 2011 ). It. should be 
noted that for strong lines. or lines significantly broader 
tlwn the instrumental profile (grealer than ..... 50 kill S- I ) . 
this phenomenon has \·irtual1y no effect Oil the ability to 
extract informil tion from the speclfurn at any signal-lo-
noise level. Although the minimum detectable equiva-
lent width, at a fixed sigmll to noise. is reduced from this 
effect (compared to prc.. ... llHlIlch prC'dictiolls). the greatly 
increa~ed signal to noise in COS sp<..>(:tra more than mAkes 
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up for this shortcomi ng. making COS vastly more sensi-
tive to detecting weak features against a faint continuum. 
in a fixed exposure time, when com pared to S1' IS. 
Defining the spectral resolution (t. ). ) of COS as the 
F\vH ~ 1 of the instrumontal prollle (in physical coordi-
na tes) multiplied by the dispersion of the instrument 
yields a resolving poKer for COS (Alt. ).) of 16,000 -
22.000 in the FUV channels. with the highest resolving 
power at the longest wavelengths in each channeL The 
resolving power increases primarily because ). increases. 
but also because the LSF improves at longer wavelengths 
(&."€ Figure 8). For a detailed discussion of this is:me, re-
fer to Kriss (2011 ). 
It was nOt originally anticipat.ed that breakthrough 
science would result from COS observations due to an 
increase in resoh'ing power. since spectrographs with 
significantly higher resolvillg power 1l11.ve been (GHRS), 
and continue to be available (ST IS). However. the lim-
ited scnsit.ivity of these instruments Illeant that many 
classes of astrophysical largets could only be observed 
with their low-dispersion modes. Subsequent observa-
tions wit.h COS have. in fact. greatly increase<:! the spec-
tral resolution of the data on these targets. resulting in 
exciting new sciellce. As an example. in Figure 14 we 
show the spectrum of the classical T Tauri star All. Tau 
taken in 9900 s of COS observing time. and the previ-
ousl~' best high signal-to-noise spec11"al data on lhis ob-
ject, 1\11 ACS prism spectrum wilh a 10.900 s exposure. 
Clearly the ability to underst.and the ph~'sical processes 
in the ta rget is greatly enhn!lced with the COS data. 
t!lrol1gh its greally impmved speclral resolution and sig-
nal to noise. 
6.4 Spatial Resolut.ion 
Even though the design of COS FllV ciulilnel retains 
residual astigmatism in order to optimize the sp(!Clral 
resolution with a single optic, spatia! imaging aL the ap-
proximately 1 II le\'el remai us. Two point sources. sep.."l-
rated by]" in the cross dispersion direction. will present 
com pletely separated spectra in the FUV channel. At the 
t ime of this writing. this capability has nOl been utilized 
on <Illy observations tha t a re beyond their proprietary 
period. Howe\'f~r. recently executet"\ obsf'Tvatiotls of the 
inner ring of S:'\ 1987 A (I-1ST ID 12211. PI - R. Kirshner) 
should be able to ut.ilize this capability t.o great scientific 
benefit. 
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I i should be noted Lhat the calculation of the y-position 
(cross dispersion axis) by the detectors is done indepen-
dently of the x-position. and that this calculation should 
be corrected by the gain of each photon event (the pulse 
height) to obtain the most accurate cross dispersion po-
sition and best inl<lging performance. This y-position 
dependence on gain is referred to as y-walk and has only 
recently been well quantified (Penton et aL 201 2. in 
preparation ). T his should soon be implemente<\ in the 
COS pipeline. as even for pOint sources, the geometric 
correction of the detector involves both the x and .y po-
sitions. and the flat-field corrections are improved if this 
effect is properly accounted for . 
In the NUV channel. the image is fully correct.ed by the 
use of mu ltiple optics. Therefore, lhe imnging cnpabili-
ties arc defined solely by the inherent aberrations of the 
correcting and camera mirrors, and the detector resolu-
tion. which is the dominant effect. T he cross dispersion 
resolution of NUV spectra is approximately 0.1". 
6.5 _ TA I imaging capabilUies 
When a Aat mirror is placed into the optical path of 
the :'-iUV channel instead of n diffraction grating, the re-
sulting mode is referred to as Targel. Acquisition I mode 
(TA I). This results in a highly sensitive imaging mode 
with high angular reSOIU1iotl and a \'ery limitet"i field 
of view. In Figure 9 we show the image of Pluto and 
Charon, obtained in a 60 second exposure during target 
acquisition. The separation of the two objects at the 
tillle of this exposure was 0.8". 
6.6. Observing diffuse emission 
The 2.5" diameter aperture of COS makes the observn-
don of diffuse objects highly sensith'e but with degraded 
speclral resolution. Because the COS aperture rests at 
a point that is out of focus. thc actual sky acceptance of 
the aperture docs not have 11 sharp edge. and light from 
regions outside the nominal angular size of I he COS aper-
lure is accepted. while regions within the aperture. bUl 
near the e<ige. are vignetted. P lense refer to Figure 2. 
Full illumination of the aperture reduces the resolving 
power of the 1\1 modes to about 1500. 1'1](' etendue ('An) 
of COS at 1200 A is I1pproximalely 3 x 10- 7 em2 Sf. 
As an example of the abili ty of COS to observe diffuse 
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FIG. 10. COS spectra of the diffuse oxygen-I"je], SUI>er-
"O\~ rcmnrull N132D in 1.he Large Magellanic Cloud adapted 
frolll Prance <:1 at. (200!)). The COS dala are shown in black with 
repre:<;entat.ivc error bars in red. Shock·excited oxygen and silicon 
ions arC labe!(,(\. The previous deepest UV spectrum from FOS is 
shown overplout'd in brown. T he COS data have been smoothed 
to three r('SOlntion eit'tllents for display, and the FOS spectrum has 
bcell smoothed by three pi'<e!s. The spectral resolution is reduced 
for extended $O\I«:e observations (Ll.u <::: 200 kill ,, - 1 wilh the FUV 
lI.!-modes), although COS provides large gains for low_resolution 
observations of faim. diffuse targets. 
emission. in Figure 6.6 we show the carl,,' release ob:;cn"u-
tions of the oxygen-rich Lr-. IC supernova remnant Nl32D 
(France et a1. 2009). along with the previously best spec-
trum obtained with the HST Faint Object Spectrograph 
(Blair e~ a1. 2000). 
6.7. Sensitivity 
COS was designed to Illil..:>;:imize the sensitivity of fiST 
with respect to UV spectroscopy. While comparisons 
of instrument efficiency and effective ,lrea are informa-
th·e. in the end it is observing time required to achieve 
a purticulHr signal to noise 1 h<lt must be considered the 
most direct comparison. A full signal-to-noise calculn-
tion includes not only the collecting power of the instru-
ment. but also the corrections to the final signal to noise 
from dark backgrounds and scattere<llight. For purposes 
of comparison to STIS. the times to achieve a particu-
lar signal to noise in the COS G 130r-.1 mode at 1200 ;\ 
and at 1600 A are compared to that needed to obtain 
i\ comparable signlll to noise in the ST!S EI40;\! mode 
at the S<'1me \nwelengths. The lid vantages of COS are 
greater at the shortest wavelengths. as STlS scattered 
light performancc and slit transmissions IIffect the final 
signal to noise mOSt powerfully at the shortest wave-
lengths. while the COS noise performilllce is relatively 
w<welength independent. These comparisons also depend 
upon the nature of the spectrum obscn·ed. For example. 
pure emission-line sources are less dependent upon cor-
rection for scattered light than ob"cn'ations of continuum 
sources. In the compMisons below, the source is assumed 
to be a flat continuulll {in p . .j. Sincf' the STIS EI 'IO~l 
mode has higher spectrall'csolution (R = 12.000) lhan 
the C13D:\1 mode, the compMison is also made at a 51':'. 
reduced by ..j2 for STiS EI -IO.\1. to reflect the ability to 
bin the higher resolution STIS dala (0 have comparable 
resolution to COS. It should illso be noted that ST!S 
E140.\J has a bandpa.<;s approximately twice the G130.\1 
bandpass. so that if observation of the entire 1150- 1750 
A region is required. the COS net advantage nt.'cds to be 
reduced by approximately a factOr of 2. (All "time-to-
sigmll-to-noise" CH!culations wcre made using the Spilce 
Telescope Cycle 19 Exposure Time Ca!cuIHtol', with tl(e 
STIS E140.\1 6" x 0.2" slil. and default sky values.) 
While COS has a 10-20 times Hdvanl<lge ill effective 
area compare<l to ST IS echelle modes. its greatly reduced 
scattered-light levels and low backgrounds magnify its 
advantages at low flux levels. as Cilll be seen in Table 2. 
The original design goal of improving tillle to signal to 
noise by a factor of 10 has been substantially exceeded. 
At the lower flnx levels. SIN is dominated by corrections 
for noise rat her than just by signal. The low scatter and 
low background of COS are just as crucial for the dat8 
quality as the enhanccments to the cOl1ectilllf pOKer. 
COS has broken through the F;,. = I x 10- 4 erg CI11 - 2 
S-1 A - 1 flux banier, reducing observing time for faimer 
systems by a factor of 100 or more. and making practical 
t he systematic observation of hUlldreds of QSOs. 1\hlllY 
Galactic targets of great interest also have flux levels at 
or below this leveL Il is this enormous enhanccment in 
observing power that has allowed COS to make revolu-
tionar.v observations of fnint systems. both extragalactic 
and Galactic. Sollle of t.hese observations are highlighted 
in the next. section. 
7. SCIENCE HIGHLIGHTS FROM COS 
G UA RANTEED Tn IE OBSERVATIONS 
7.1. COS High S'ignal-to-Noise IGAI Observations 
At low re<lshift ,,-90% of the normal baryonic matter 
probably resides in the regions bet.ween gnlaxies with 
only'" 10% foulld in luminous objects (stilrs and galax-
ies) (Fukugita & P(.>eblcs 200·1). The cooler 30% of the 
bilryons with r::::o (1 - 4) x 104 K have been traced by 
the Lyo forest (Penton e1 a\. 2004: Lehner et n1. 2007: 
Danforth & Shull 2008) and some of the 0 VI lines 
(Tripp et a1. 2008: Thom & Chen 2008). The warlller 
20 to 30% of the baryons with T """ (I - 10) x 105 K 
hnve been traced by broHd LyCl' (Richter ct. a1. 2006: 
Lehner et. al. 2007: Danforth et a1. 2010). a VI absorp-
tion (Danfo1'lh & Shull 2008; Tripp ct aL 2008) and Nc 
VTII absorption (Savage et a1. 2005: Narayanan et Ii!. 
2009). T h(' remaining .-...40% of the baryons probably 
reside in hotter ga$ with T > 106 I{ . The hot baryons 
C<ln be studied at X-ray wavelengths through searches 
for 0 VII and a VIII and other X-ray absorption lilies. 
At UV wavelengths. WMm and hot baryons can be swd-
ied via redshifted ab$Orption lines of ':'.c VIII. l\lg X, Si 
Xli. and a V! and by broad 1\ ! Lyo (BL A) ilbsorption, 
COS provides <l major llew facility for studies of the 
low redshift IGIlI. Although COS has a spectral resolu-
tion lower than the EI ·IO~1 mode Oll the STIS, COS is 
"-' 15 times more efficient ill coll('ctillg photons. making it 
po~sible to obtain relatively high S/~ specira of bright 
QSOs for IG.\! absorption linf' studies. The search for 
':'.e VIII and/ or BLA absorption associ1Hed with 0 VI 
absorption is greatl~' fncilit1Hod when the absorption line 
spectra have S/ ':'. ..... 30 to ·10. 
The importance of the higher S/ "!\. spectra obtHined 
by COS has been demonstrated through the detection 
of Ne VIII (..\..\770.780) absorption in an intervening 
multi-phase absorption system cOllwining a VI Ht z 
= 0.19.";096 (owards PKS 0·105-123 (Z~m = 0.5726) by 
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Narayanan et a l. (2010). The det.ected Ne VIII dirL'Ctly 
points LO high tempemture gns since Ne VII I is ver.v dif-
ficult LO produce by photoioniMtion b~' the general ex-
Lrllgtllactic EUV rad iution background. Therefore. the 
Ne VIII and associated 0 VI likely Mise in collisionull), 
ionized gas at T ~ ax 10" K with a Inrge b..'\ryollic column 
density of logNH ~ 19 - 20. T he multiphase absorber 
either traces the gas ill the hot halo of a low luminosity 
galaxy with an impact parameter of 110 hiol kpc del(x:ted 
by Chen & ~Iulchaey (2009) or ill a warm IG;\! structure 
connecting to the galaxy. 
I n another exam ple. Saxage et al. (20 II) have rcportL'(1 
the detect ion of BLA [lnd Strong 0 VI absorption in a 
multi-phase absorption system at :: = 0.22601 loward 
liE 01 53-<1 520 (::crn = 0.<150). In this system, fl. I3LA 
with bill = 1 4 0~:: kill S- I and log NIH = 1 3.70:8:~ 
shown in Figure I I is likely fl.ssociated with the 0 VI 
IUl\'ing b = 37 ± I km S- I find log Novi = 14.2 1 ± 0.02. 
The 0 VI and I3L A measu rements imply the direct de-
tection of a trace amOullt of thermally broadened 11 I 
ill hot gas with logT = 6.07~g:~. [O/ HI = -0.28~g:~. 
and log NH = 20.4 I ~g: :~. The obscn'ation illustrates the 
power of COS to detect [lnd study gas in the low rcdshift 
IG~ I with 10gT:>::: (l and a very II}rgl'! total column den-
sity of hydrogen. T he observed rderence LO H 1 via the 
BLA is crucial for determining the temperature, metal-
licity and total baryonic content of the absorber. 
Add itional examples of the 1)Oll'cr of high S/N IC~ 1 ob-
servations with COS include the detection of an 11 l-fr!'C 
brond a VI absorber at :: = 0.1670 toward PKS 0·105-121 
(Savage et al. 2010) revealing hot gas associated with 1\ 
rmir of galaxies and the BLA and a VI absorber trac-
ing 11 g;:\laxy filament IlL :: = 0.01025 toward :\ Irk 290. 
where logT:>::: 5. 14. logNH :>::: 19.6. find [a / HI :>::: - 1.7 
(:"aruyallan et al. 2010). 
7.2. The l1e fI Rcioni_wtion Epoch 
Dctermilling when and how the universe was ioniz('(l 
has been Illl important {lu(.':;tion in cosll1olog,v fo r d(~tad('s 
(CUlHl & Peterson 1965: Fan et al. 2006: ~Ieiksill 2(09 ). 
The epoch of reiollization in hydrogen is 11 probe of the 
t rall:.ition from neutral to ionized hydrogen in the in-
tergalactic medium (IG:\I) t hlll oc<:urred between red-
i>hifts :: = 7 12. marking the ('xit from the cosmic ""dark 
age:."'. Helium underwent similm reionization from III' II 
to lie III at:: = 2.8±0.2 (Reimers et al. 1997: Kriss ct al. 
2001; Shull et al. 200 I). likely me<linted b~' the harder 
(E ? ;3·1. 1 eV) radiation from quasars and other activ(, 
gnioctic:' nuclei (AC1'\ ). \\'ith (1 1 r.\'d ionization poten-
tiaL lIe+ is harder to ionize than ]-]0, and J-1e+2 and re-
combines 5- 6 times fllster t.han 11 + (Fardal et al. 1!)98). 
For these l'eHS01l5. and the fatt tllat most hot stars lack 
strong ,I ryd continufl., AG:-J are likely to be the primary 
agents of He [I reionizlltion. Owing to its resilience, 
l'le+ is much morc abundam thlln HO, with predicted 
column-density ratios 'I N( lIe 1I )/ N( 1l I) ~ 50 100 
(:\liralda-Escude et RJ. 1900: FJ\rdal et a l. 1998). 
liST/ COS obtained liV spectra (Shull et al. 2010) 
of the bright (V = 16) high-redshift (::em :>::: 2.9) 
quasar. HE 23·17- 1312. using hoth the C I30~ ! (nle<lium-
resolution. 11 3·')- 1110 A) lind CI 'IOL (low-resolution. 
1030-2000 A) grati ngs. The spectra exhibit patchy 
absorption in the LyO' line of He II >'303 .78 (Figure 
12) between:; = 2.39 2.87 (G I40L) and z = 2. 7'1-
2.90 (G I30~ 1 ). COS provides beHer spectral resolution, 
higher-S/.\~ . and lIluch hetter determined backgrounds 
than previous studies. with sensitivity to abundance frac-
lions THeil :>::: 0.01 in low-density filaments of the c0s-
mic web. The COS spectra provide clear evidence that 
the epoch of He II r('ionizalion is delayed below z = 3. 
with intervals of patchy He II flux-transmissioll, punctu-
ated by three long (5- 10 A) troughs of Strong Uo II fl.b-
sorpt.ion. These troughs. spfl.nn ing 25-60 "lpc of proper 
distance between:; = 2.751 2.807 . z = 2.823-2.860, and 
:: = 2.868- 2.892. pro~lhly urise from fillimen ts in the 
baryon distribution (lnd the scarcity of any strong pho-
toionizing source (AG1'\) within ;10- 50 J\ lpc. They are 
ullcharacteristic (Furlunetto & Dixoll 2010) of the IGJ\ 1 
if lie II was reionizcd a~ :: ~ 3. and they suggesL that 
the epoch of I-Ie II reioniz.niou extends to :: ;S 2.7. A 
comp<lrison of He II and II I IIbsorption in Lyo shows 
optical-depth fluctuations in the lie II / H I ratio 011 scales 
j,:: :>::: 0.003---0.01. Corresponding t,o -I 10 "Ipc ill comov-
ing distance. these fluctuations likely arise from AC:-: 
source l'arialions ( I I ryd spectral indi(.'es) and IG:'.] ra-
diative transfer effects. Probes of the I-Ie II abundance 
fmction .. THell ;::: (lO- 2)(0.1 / 611e)( THell / 5). al. redshifts 
.. = 2.7 - 3.0 are nolV pos..,ible lit oplica! depths 'Helt ;::: 5 
in low-density region;; (o\'('T-densities SHc "'" 0.1 ). T he 
1le II absorption is 50 100 times more scnsitiw to trfl.{,(, 
abundances than II I at .t = 6. where iI neutral fractiOIJ 
XIII 10- 1 saturates the Lyo IIb1>Orptioll. 
7.3. GaillC/iC lIigh - Velodly Clouds 
Ab..orptiOil spectra in t he lJV provide S('IL,>itiv(> diflg-
no:.l ic" of conditiolJ:. in the hAlo of the ~ !ilky \ray. where 
eompcting process of fl.ccrPtion and outflow detcrmiu(' 
the evolution of the Galax.v. Recent fiST spectra pro-
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ab.-;o~l'tioli troughs find flux trallsmission windows at redshifts.:: :5 
2.9. The ll~ol>O!K'd QSO ~y~te11li c redshifts (:QSO = 2.885 and 
2.00·1) nnd ex trllpolatt>d AGN COlltiuuUIIl flrc ,narked. [nte.-stellar 
lilies of N 1. Si 11, Si III IIp)l('M longward of 1190 A. a.nd 5t,rong 
lIe I I absorption is S<.~ tI shortwurd of 1186.26 A, wi th windows of 
flux t nmsn,iS!lioll "('ar 1183. 111<1 , 1160, find 1139 A. Inexplicably. 
no QSO-proximity df('('"t is seen ill nux transmiS!lion nellr.:: = 2,86--
2.90. Transmitlliion rccov(,nI fit. >. < 1100 A. shortwflrd of three 
trou~hs of s trong lie II llbo;orption (nlcl! 2: 5) thllt sl'all very 
l flr~ rooshift inter",ls (and colllo\'ing radial dislanCl!S) bctwet:'n 
; .. 2.75 1- 2.8Q7 (61 Mpe), ; .., 2.823- 2.800 (39 :'Ipc), and.:: = 
2.868 2.892 (25 ~1ix:). 
vide considerable insighL intO the infall of low-metallicity 
gas onto the disk. an ongoing process thaL can account 
for the observt,><i stellar metallicities_ star formal iOIl rales, 
and mass-metnllicit.y relntions (Pagel et. al. 199-1), A pre-
vious llST/STI S survey of Galact.ic high-"elocity clouds 
(II VCs) in the sensitive UV absorption line of Si [II 
A1206.50 A (Shnll ct. al. 2(09) suggested that the low 
Ga)actic halo is enveloped by a sheath of ionized. low-
metfllliciLy gilS. TJlis gas reservoir can provide a sub-
stamia) cooling inflow ( ...... I M0 yr- I ) to help replenish 
star formution in the Galactic disk. recently estimated at 
2-4 AI. yr- 1 (Dichl et al. 2006: Robitaille & Whitney 
2010). Gulactic disk fOrlmuion is believed to occur by 
the gradual accretion of pristine or partially processed 
llll\terial int.o the ilt\CrSlellilr medium, The metal1icity of 
the initiall'eser\"oit' of gas is emiched by ejecta from star 
forma t ion. mixed with infalling low-metallicity gas, pos-
siuly th rough "cold-mode accretion" (Dckel & Birnboim 
2006: l{en~s et 81. 20(9). T his pmcess continues to the 
present day. rcgul(ltcd in a man ner that produces the)o-
cal G-dwarf mctllllicity dis tribution Ilnd avoids the ovcr-
production of metal-poor disk stars. The iufall of gas 
from the intergalactic medium and Galactic halo also 
plll('('S a chem ical imprint. on mass-metallicity relations 
(Erb et al. 2(06). 
COS recently Obtllilled high-quality ljV spectra of 
BYC:. in Complex ;'I [ (Yao et al. 201 1) and Complex 
C (Shull C'l fli. 2011 ) . The wide spectral co"erage and 
higher S/ ~. compared to prC'-S;'I11 HST spectra. pro-
\'ide better \'elocity definition of the H\"C absorption. 
additional ionii'lilion species. and improved abundances 
ill hulo ga:.. ('omplex;'ll abundances are high. be-
tw('ell 0.85 3.5 Z,. ,;ugge:.ting that it cOll,;ists of rC'-
turning Gaifl('tic fOlLntain gas. In COntrast. Complex C 
hILt; a low lIlelnl1icity {0.1 - 0.3 Z.: Collins et al. (2007») 
and a wide range of ion ,;tatl'S tl1a~ ,;uggest dynamical 
find t hcrmal inlertlctions with hot gas in the Galactic 
halo. COS studkd [ AGX sight lines (Figure 13) to-
ward !\Irk 8 li. :'I lrk 290, !\[rk 876. and PG 1259+ 593. 
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F'lc:. 13. Locations of four /teK targets swdied by COS 
(Shull et al. 2(11) o,-erlaid Oil contour map of 21-cm emission front 
the Leiden-Argentine---Ikmn (LA8) survey (Kalberla et aL 2005) 
with,..., 0.60 augular resolution on a 0 .5G grid in e and /). Emission 
is shown over Galactic coordinates t = 75 _ 1250 and b = 35 _ 60 G 
and Complex-C velocit.ies bet"'<:ell -210 and -95 km 8- 1. At the 
10 kpc di~tance of Complex C, I degn'<! corresponds to 175 pc. 
Spectra in the COS medium-resolution G130i\ 1 (I \:j3-
1'168 A) and G1601\1 (1383-1796 A) gnltings detect UV 
absorption lines from 8 clements in low ionimtion stages 
(0 l. N l. C [1, S 11. Si [ I. Al II, Pe II , P II ) find 
3 elements in intermediate and high- iolli~at.ion states 
(Si 1JI, Si IV, C IV. N V). The BVCs exhibit a range 
of I-I J and 0 VI column densitics, log NIII = 19.39-
20.05 find log Nov[ = 13.58-14.10. with substant.ial 
amount.s of kinematically associated photoiolli~€<l gas. 
The high-ioll abundance ratios itre consistent with mod-
els of cooling interfaces betwccn photoiollized and col-
lisionally ionized gas: N{C IV)/N(O VI) ;::::J 0.3-0.5, 
N(Si !V)/N(O Vi);::::J 0.05-o. 1l, N(N V)/N(O VI);::::J 0.07-
0. 13, lind N{Si IV)/N{Si " i)::::::: 0_2. The thermal pressure 
oCthe hot Galactic halo, / l,ato/k::::::: !0-20ClIl- 3 K. iscolll-
parable to ~hc ram pressure on the !-I VCs. As the n vcs 
encounter higher densities iu the stratifi€<l lowcr halo. 
they may be dissipat€<\ by interface instabilities. feeding 
the Galactic halo rather than replenishing the reservoir 
of star formation in the-disk . Individual clumps of Com-
plex C (Figure 13) appear to bc near virtal equilibrium 
with pressure confincment. Their masses (:?: [0" M0 ) are 
probi\bly above the threshold for survival ag,linst inter-
face instabilities (Hcitsch & PutnHtn 2009). 
7 I. Ne.w Molecular Tracers for ProtoplulIetary Disk 
Studies 
The combination of high-sensith"it.v. low instrumental 
backgrounds. and ntodewte spcctml resolution afforded 
by COS has provid€<1 It new window 01110 the physical and 
chemical state of PI'oloplanetary disks. Prcviousl.\·, only 
a small sample of the nearest young (age .:s 10 ~ [yr ) low-
mass circumstellar (lisk targets were bright. cnollgh for 
moderate resolution FUV spectroscopy (Herczeg Cl al. 
2006). The mOSt extensive surveys L;V were carried out 
with Lhe GI JOL mode of STIS and the spectroscopic 
modes on ACS (e.g. the PR I30L mode. Ingleb.\· cl al. 
(2009)) . The large instrumental bAckground and very 
low dispersion of these datil sc\'erely limits their util-
ity for mea.surments of !irw ident ifications, fluxes. I\nd 
wi<lths. \ \To are in the process of assembling it large sam-
ple (> 30) of proloplanetlUY disks systems by combin-
ing the CTO targets with sc\'eral CO prograuls. This 
work is shedding new light on the molecular compoSition 
and physical chiln\ct.erist ics of the planet-forming regions 
«(t:S 5 AU) in these systems. 
Photo-excited molecular hyd rogen (1-12) emissiOIl has 
long been recogni~ed a~ an importalll probe of proto-
planetary disk sllrfllces (Brown et. al. 1981: Va lenti et al. 
2000). however low-resolution and/or high instrumentfll 
backgrounds have preveJl1.ed a detailed analysis of this 
emission in all but the brightest sources (lIerczeg et al. 
2002. 2oo.J: Walter et al. 2003), With COS, wc are not 
only acquiring high signal-to-noise, velOcity-resolved pro-
files of tens to hundreds of 112 emission lines in every 
ga,<;-rich disk observed (Yang et al. 2011). we have begun 
to push these studies int.o the regime of protoplanetury 
disks orbiting brown dwarfs (France et al. 20 IOa). The 
Hbility to separate linc and cominuum features at very 
faim flux levels (F>. .:s 2 x 10-[5 erg cm-2 S-1 A-I) has 
cuabled the first detailed swdy of 1-12 excit.ed by uon-
thermal ek"Ctrons (F'm nce et a.1. 20 11a) in a prot.oplam.'-
ttnyenvironment. 
Perhaps the most intriguing discovery in the COS cir-
cumstcllar disk program is the detection and characteri-
zation of carbon monoxide (CO) in FUV spectra of lo\\'-
nwss protoplanetary systems. Francc et al. (201 1 b) pre-
sented the first spcctrally resolv€<1 detections of emis-
sion and absorption of lines of CO in these environ-
ments. This work showed that CO can account for a 
significant fracLion of thc " 1600 A bump" previously 
thought. to be H:l cmission that has been suggested as 
n potential measure of the mass surface density of pro--
toplanetary disks. Initial modeling results (Figure 1·1: 
Schindhelm (]t al. (2011)) indicate that the photo-excited 
CO population ill these disks may be spaLiaHy distinct 
from the well-studied M-band CO fundamental emission 
{Sf..'C c.g .. (Najit.a et al. 2007)). suggcsting H stratification 
of tl[e molecular struCture in low-mass protoplanetary 
disks not. predicled by existing models. 
7.5. Intel's/ellar Obse1'uatians of Translucent Clouds 
The high sensitivit.y and low background of COS has al-
lowed for the observation through heavily r€<ldened sighl-
lines. Five stars have been observed . with AI' ranging 
from 2.7-7.6. Such <l high-extinction siglnline ma.y bc 
simply it long sightlinc through low-density clouds . as 
in Cyg OB2 8A (Av = ,1.83: Snow et al. (2010)). which 
shows atomic depletions and molecular content consis-
tcnt with the dHfuse interstellar medium. or may sam-
ple translucent clouds. which represent a changc in pho-
tochemical regimes due 10 higher densitil..-'S and heavy 
shielding from the photOdissociating interstellar radia-
tion field (Sheffer et al. 2008). In the latter case. carbon 
monoxide (CO) becomes the domin<lnt form of gas-pha,<;c 
carbon. and Burgh et fll. (2007) showed that the CO/ H2 
ralio provides a good indicator of the presence of translu-
cent matcri<ll. 
One sight line in particulm may have evcn probed den;;e 
eloud materiid. an unprccc<lented look at a regime for-
merly ollly accessible to infmred or longer wavelengths. 
XGC 2024-1 (AI' = 7.6) exhibits a CII column densit.y 
indicating a molecular fraction near unity and somc of 
the strongest UV CO absorptions ever observed {Snow 
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FIG. 14. Top: The ACS PR1:!OL slI«trum of the T Taut; 
Slar AA Tau (Ingleby et at 20(9) (expoomre time: 10,900 s) I"KI 
the COS spectrum convoh'ed through Lile t\CS prism line sprel'ld 
function. !'. Iiddle: T he COS speelruIU of AA Tau (exposure time: 
9!lOO 8) over the same baudl'MIi. Bottom: An eXplluded view of 
the COS ~pectnl!1I of 11I1Qlher T Tuuri Sl llr, DF Tall, in<:\uding a 
model fit for CO emission. 
ct a1., ill preparation). The inf(!rred CO/ 1-l2 ratio is ncar 
10- <1, indicating that nearly all the carbon along the line 
of Sight is in CO. III conjullction with UV absorption 
spectroscopy taken previously. COS allows us to probe 
the transition region IlCtween the diffuse and the dark 
clouds in a consistent manner. 
7.6. Star Fm-rni1'!J Ilc!JiurJs 
The :.tar-formation rate densities in starburst galn_,,-
ies can exceed the values found ill normal galaxies by 
ord£'rs of magnitude. T he ionizing radiation from the 
newly formed young Slars cun leod LO prominelll L~·('t 
emissioll due to recomhination of hydrogen in the am-
bient interstellar m(>(\ium. The L.va line has he<;ollle 
be UII important spectral signature in young galaxi~ at 
high redshift since the L .... o lumino:.ity amoullts to a few 
percent of the total galll.xy luminosity concentrated in 
a Sillall wavelength bin (Stilwelli et al. 2(01). I-Iowen·r. 
the &>;umption of Lyo being a pure recombination line 
ill 1\ gaseous medium i:. too :.imp!e. Resonant :.clHtcring 
by atomic hydrogen Significantly increases the likelihood 
of Lya destruction by du:.t. leading to much lower line 
strengths (Xeufeld 1990: Clmrlot & Fall 1993). Equally 
important, the kinematic properties of the interstellar 
medium may very \\'el1 be the dominant escape or trap-
ping mechanism for Lyo (fl las- 1-1 esse et al. 2003) . 
The theoretical F;itUlllioll is sulfici£'ntly complex LhM 
observational t.ests are called for. While a largc body 
of dll tll exists 1l.t high-.: (11 ayes ct al. (2010). and ref-
erences therein), there arc few (if any) Lya surveys of 
starburst galaxies at low-:. Such surveys are motiva ted 
by the claim of 8 trend of increasing L)·o escape frnction 
wi lh redshift (Deharveng et al. 20(8). ~Ioreo\·er. spec-
troscop~· of local Lyo emitters can be complemented by 
high-resolution imagery. thus providing additional COn-
straints not available at high redshift. Previous genera-
tions of UV spectrographs wcre quickly pushed beyond 
their limits when observing suitable candidate galaxies; 
in order La be able to observe Lyo int,ringie to the galaxy. 
the f(.>(lshi fts should be high enough to avoid Galactic 
foreground Lyo absorption, which at the same time im-
plies large diF;tal1ces and faint flux levels in the UV. 
The vastly superior sensit.ivity hus nnal\y enabled 01)-
scrvalions of local starburst gilluxies at large enough red-
shi ft and in statisticillly meaningful numbers to study 
their Lyo properties, We select.ed a sample of 20 star-
forming gala.xies from the KISS database (Salzer et al. 
2000). These galaxies form a homogeneous set selected 
via their 1-10' emission, with a wide range of oxygen abun-
dances. dust reddcning. and luminosities . 
In Figurc 15 we show COS GI30i\[ spectra obtained 
for two of the progralll galaxies. T he plethora of spec-
t.ml features ean be grouped into bro.'ld stellar-wind lines 
(e.g., N .V ),1210). numerous wcak stellar photospheric 
absorptions. narrow interstellar lines (e.g .. C II ), 1335). 
and the complex Lyo feature (Leitherer eL al. 2011). Lyo 
can IJe a pnre. damped pronle. an emission line associ· 
tiled with a galactic outflow. or a combination of both. 
The rich detail provided by COS will allow us to study 
the physical conditions in the Lyo emitting regions (in. 
eluding the Lya cscal>C fraction)and their correlations 
with. e.g .. the galaxy kinemalics. dust content, and SLJU'-
formation properties. Early results from these efforts arc 
pres£'nted in France et til. (20 10b). 
8. CONCLUS IOi"S 
The Cosmic Origins Spectrograph has been success-
fully installed in the Hubble Space Telescope and is re-
turning high quality scientific data on a wide VllTicly of 
astrophysical target,.,. It has achieved its primary oJ.>.. 
jective of vustiy incren.-;ing the sensitivity of UV spcc· 
trascopy 011 liST. by n factor of 100 or more for faim 
targets. and opened lip new ohservat ional opponunities 
for the astronomical community. 
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